
Proverbs of Solomon - Proverbs 25:1-28 
 

Topics:  Arguments, Balance, Character, Choices, Consequences, Criticism, Discipline, Foolishness, Friendship, God, 
Guidance, Ignorance, Instructions, Leadership, Life, Life-style, Patience, Priorities, Reputation, Rewards, Righteousness, 
Sin, Understanding, Wisdom, Words 

Open It 
1. What style or method of persuasion has the most effect on you? 
2. In what areas of life do you think people often lack self-control? 

* 3. In what ways have you been criticized lately? 
4. In what way is it harder to lose a bad reputation than to earn a good reputation? 

Explore It 
5. What character traits are discussed in this chapter? (25:1-28) 
6. What relationships are explored in these proverbs? (25:1-28) 
7. How should a king’s throne be established? (25:4-5) 
8. What should a person do in the king’s presence? (25:6-7) 
9. What did Solomon caution us to avoid? (25:7-8) 
10. How can haste hurt us? (25:7-8) 

* 11. What should we not betray? Why? (25:9-10) 
* 12. What did Solomon say about words? (25:11) 
* 13. To what did Solomon compare a piece of advice to which someone listens? (25:12) 

14. What kind of boasting is bad? (25:14) 
15. Through what can a ruler be persuaded? (25:15) 
16. In what two areas of life should we practice moderation? (25:16-17) 
17. When should we temper our enthusiasm or excitement? (25:20) 
18. How did Solomon counsel us to treat enemies? (25:21-22) 
19. In what ways should a righteous person resist others? (25:26) 
20. What value is there in self-control? (25:28) 

Get It 
21. When is it harmful to be hasty? 
22. Why would a person be tempted to exalt himself or herself in the presence of an important 

person? 
23. In what ways do people exalt themselves or try to improve their standing with important people? 
24. Why is it hard to lose a bad reputation? 
25. How can we respond to constructive criticism from wise people? 

* 26. What is difficult about giving advice or constructive criticism? 
* 27. Why would gentle persuasion be better than harsh argumentation when trying to persuade 

someone? 
28. Why would someone wise like Solomon encourage moderation? 
29. Why is too much of a good thing sometimes bad? 
30. How is meeting your enemy’s needs like heaping burning coals on his or her head? 
31. In what area of your life do you need more self-control? 

Apply It 
32. In what area of your life in which you lack self-control will you make a concerted effort this week 

to exercise more discipline? 
* 33. How can you adjust your style of persuasion or criticism so that it is more gentle, effective, or 

appropriate? 



34. In what positive ways do you want to respond to any criticism you might receive this week? 
 


